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LAND AND WATER

Overview
• Data ecosystems
• ‘Social architecture’ is that a thing?
• Applications
• Farmers data market
• CSIRO data governance
• Science Cloud

Data ecosystems - gardens and wilds
Corporately governed data
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unruly.data.wilds
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Data lives in business units and projects
Complex ecosystem– systems, institutions, people
Data supply chains with Informal arrangements
Data is still hard to discover, access and use
Humans doing a great deal of automatable work
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There is a large number of inter-related data projects and initiatives in the digital
agriculture space. To contextualise the National Soil Data Project and the soil data
community building activity, an ‘ecosystem map’ was produced. This provides a mapping
of known, relevant activities in terms of geographic and thematic scale (horizontal and
vertical axes) and an indication of nature of participants - research industry, government.

Digital is social
Consequences of not addressing
social dimensions

•

Tools don’t work with current practices

•

Lack of adoption and use

•

Passive /active resistance

•

Work-arounds & shadow infrastructure

•

Disengagement, reduced productivity
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Social architecture

Conscious design of an environment
that encourages a desired range of
behaviours leading towards some
goals
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Social architecture

Data

Interoperability

Technical

Social architecture - a multi (-> inter)-disciplinary approach to
addressing a range of inter-related concerns to enable data
sharing and reuse:
- social – attitudes, behaviour, identity, privacy, ethics, social
licence
- Institutional – legislation, policy, governance, KPIs, incentives,
Value
norms
- Economics – value of data & business models

Social, institutional
& economic
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Supplements technical and information architectures

Applications – digital
agriculture
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Building vibrant data and servive ecosystems
5

Markets bring together providers and
consumers of data and services,
facilitated by digital platforms that lower
the transaction cost of interactions
around discovery, access and use

Baseline (and monitor)
attitudes and behaviours

1

Applications and opportunity spaces
•
Enterprise data governance –
CSIRO-wide & L&W
•
Environmental data communities
(government and research)
•
Digital agricultural
•
Smart cities (IoT)

Monitor usage (in and out)

2

Build (refine)
infrastructure incl.
services
3

4

Set (tweak) institutional arrangements

Box P., Sanderson T. & Wilson P. (2017) National soil data project – recommendations for a farmers’ data market.. CSIRO
https://doi.org/10.4225/08/59fcaea8169bb

Market evolution - Three phases of establishment, growth and interconnection
ENTRY INTO MARKETPLACE

MARKET EVOLUTION

“Priming the pumps”

“Growing the pot”

“Joining the dots”

Developing institutions and incentives for first movers

Realising economies of scale and scope

Interoperability (institutional and economic)

I don’t
want to

I don’t know
why I should,
or how to

NETWORKED MARKETS

I’m not
allowed to

Phase 1

Phase 2

•

Working intensively with early adopters to get data
into the market and develop initial services

•

Working with broader set of data (and service)
providers to grow the pot

•

Adapting institutional rules to address data
providers’ needs and concerns

•

Addressing community needs for improved market
functionality

•

infrastructure investment decision making

Phase 3
•

As the data pot grows, the centre of gravity of the
data market increases and attracts other data market
owners.

•

Business decisions about market control and
conditions for sharing data across markets are made

Box P., Sanderson T. & Wilson P. (2017) National soil data project – recommendations for a farmers’ data market.. CSIRO
https://doi.org/10.4225/08/59fcaea8169bb

Applications – CSIRO data
governance
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Legislative, regulation and policy (international, national and state)
•
•
•
•

A conceptual model of factors that shape researcher data
sharing behaviours
-

-

Attitudes and behaviours of researchers are influenced by:
Social - group identity (academy profession, science discipline
Institutions at international national organisational, and
industry/policy portfolio scales inform and constrain data sharing
practice
Economics – costs and benefits

© and IP law
Privacy law
Commercial law
Government data policy &
Policy/industry operating
environment of the project
- Regulation
- Standards
- Practices and norms

©&
licence

Science and Industry Research Act 1949

Researcher
- Values – do I value doing this
(enough)?
- Knowledge – how do I share or
publish?
- Rules – do I have to, am I allowed to
and how widely can I, share?

Attitudes
& practices

3rd
party
©&
licence data
3rd
party
data

legislation
Corporate governance

Organisational environment

Contract
Data as
IP?

Academy/profession
al identity group

•

Data sharing (internal) & publishing
(external)

Project

© and
licensing

Third party platform for data storage & access
Licence /
agreement around
platform use

Social architecture 4 CSIRO data governance
Data champions
ECONOMIC
- Value of data
- Platform economics

Workshop

Value of DAP data (2017)

INSTITUTIONAL
Data governance
- Authority structures
- Roles
- Rules

Data Principles > Policies

SOCIAL
Attitudes and practices
- Researchers
- BD&C
- Legal, ethics

Sustained
improvement
in data
practices

Maximising the value
of our data assets

Survey
Clinics
DMPT
TECHNCIAL - Data management processes and tools
14 |
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Attitudes to data sharing
Response rate 22% ~800 people
1.

Inform CSIRO's data governance
approach

2.

Test a conceptual framework for
researcher attitudes to data sharing

3.

Validate a measure of organisational
values in relation to data

Follow-up - periodic survey to track change

Mason, Burns & Box 2018. CSIRO data practices and attitudes. (in prep)
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Institutional arrangements
Data Management Maturity levels (CMMI Institute)

Design principles
2019

• Shared responsibility BU and IM&T
• Federated

Optimizing

Now

Quantitatively
managed

• Tailored for business / customer needs
Defined

• Agile & iterative
Managed

By organisation &
applied in projects

•
•
•
•

Attitudes
Data volumes
Data value
Processes

initial

Elements
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•

Roles, responsibilities

Data champions > formalised (& additional) roles

•

Decision making at BU and Ent

Informal & disjoint > formally mandated and networked

•

Rules and processes

Principles > policies > procedures > standards & operational practice

Community building - data clinics
Build shared understanding of perspectives and issues
around data
Project lifecycle - Opportunity > delivery > post delivery
Multiple perspectives

•

Science

•

Business

•
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•

BD&C

•

Legal – Licencing, IP and contracts

Compliance – ethics, privacy, security

Major Benefits
• Open communication and change
management

• Sharing information and
understanding between areas

• Identification of pain points

Applications – Science Clouds
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Science Clouds
• A strategic partnership with
eResearch capabilities
• Research Domain led
environment leveraging
common infrastructure &
platforms
• Multi party collaboration
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Science Clouds
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Australian Research Data Cloud
2016 National Research Infrastructure Roadmap
https://www.education.gov.au/2016-national-research-infrastructure-roadmap

Nexus of

Technology
&

Social
dynamics

Realising the European Open Science Cloud report
http://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/pdf/realising_the_european_open_science_cloud_2016.pdf#view=
fit&pagemode=none
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Pop quiz – are you a social architect?
• In your practice developing/operating data/services/systems, do you design for people?
• Do you consider how your technical capability fits into existing installed base?
• Do you consider and actively design user incentives to switch to/adopt new and systems
technologies?
• Do you actively create, build and participate in networks and collaborations?
• Are you buzzed by conversations about institutional arrangements?
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